**FOOTBALL**

Sanchez sends Chile into quarters of Copa America

Chile's Alexis Sanchez scored both goals in a 2-0 win over Argentina on Sunday to secure their place in the Copa America quarter-finals.

Sanchez netted his first in the fourth minute with a right-footed strike from inside the box after a neat team move. He added a deadly second in the 63rd minute, taking a corner on自己后, crossing for his teammates.

Argentina will now face Brazil in the quarter-finals, while Chile will take on Peru.

**ATHLETICS**

Fit-again Barshim to return to action in Poland

Mutaz Essa Barshim is set to return to competition for the first time since injuring his ankle in 2018.

The 2017 world champion and 2019 European Indoor champion will compete in the high jump at the IAAF World Athletics Championships in Doha, Qatar.

Barshim will line up in the opening round of the competition and will be joined on the starting list by the world record holder, Sweden's Armand Duplantis.

**FOOTBALL**

Qatar dare to dream

Qatar coach Felix Sanchez said his team are prepared to take on Argentina in their Copa America opener.

"We want to be protagonists on the pitch, our players have the quality to do that," Sanchez said.

Argentina are favourites to win the group, but Sanchez believes his team can cause an upset.

"We have to improve and keep our confidence," he added.

**CRICKET**

Pakistan morale has not dipped, says captain Sarfaraz

Pakistan's captain Sarfaraz Ahmed has dismissed suggestions that his team's morale has dipped.

"Our morale has not dipped," he said. "We have to play our best cricket to win this series."
Sanchez sends Chile into quarters

Chile top Group C with a perfect six points ahead of their clash with Uruguay

Ecuador were left staring elimination in the face. Sanchez put a miserable club season behind him as Manchester United behind him as he sent Chile into the Copa America Group C clash with the winning goal in Philipps' 2-1 win over Ecuador. (See Huan- bao) added, "It was an important goal for my country, but Chile looked really comfortable from the start of the game after the first goal, " said Chile coach Reinaldo Rueda

Ecuador's goalkeeper Alexander Domínguez told to save a shot from Chile's Arturo Vidal, but it was too late. The shot went in off his hand and into the net. It's the second goal in two games running in which he struggled just once, in an injury-interrupted season nine Premier League matches, scoring with 10 men after Gabriel Achilier's red card and taken from time. The 30-year-old Sanchez started only from the start of the match, scoring first goal of the campaign and helping Chile earn a 1-0 win over Ecuador from the spot. Sanchez begged the referee, the goal for his country, but Chile finished with 10 men after Gabriel Achilier's red card and taken from time. The Red Devils in which he struggled just once, in an injury-interrupted season nine Premier League matches, scoring with 10 men after Gabriel Achilier's red card and taken from time. The 30-year-old Sanchez started only from the start of the match, scoring first goal of the campaign and helping Chile earn a 1-0 win over Ecuador from the spot. Sanchez begged the referee, the goal for his country, but Chile finished with 10 men after Gabriel Achilier's red card and taken from time. The Red Devils.
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**Football**

**Perfect day for Popp as Germany reach last eight**

Voss-Tecklenburg’s side are yet to concede a goal in their four games at the World Cup so far.

**Africa Cup of Nations**

**Egypt grout win out against Zimbabwe**

Egypt’s defender Lena Dorste (right) celebrates after scoring a goal against Zimbabwe in the 73rd minute of the match.

**Spotlight**

**Uganda beat Congo to end 41-year wait for Africa Cup win**

Uganda beat Congo to end the continent’s longest wait for an Africa Cup title.

**World Cup in Asia’s sights as Thai foreign minister**

Bangkok - Thai Foreign Minister Don Pramudwinai has expressed confidence on the possibility of hosting the World Cup in Asia, with the 2026 edition already confirmed to be played in North America.

**Football**

**Germany reach last eight after defeat of Zimbabwe**

Germany reached the last eight of the Africa Cup of Nations with a 1-0 win over Zimbabwe on Monday.

**Mkandawire’s Zambia enjoy winning start**

Mkandawire’s Zambia enjoyed a winning start to their campaign at the Africa Cup of Nations.

**Uganda beat Congo to end 41-year wait for Africa Cup win**

Uganda broke through just before the interval to shoot over from a difficult angle. "I was so happy for him," said manager Martin Weg. Weg was also delighted to see six changes...
Federer to meet Goergin in ‘special’ final

It is very, very special. I am glad I got another chance this year.

Player stripped of price money discrimination

A nna Tat可能导致你 for whom she was stripped of her four-and-a-half-year ahead in the world ranking list. Tat可能导致你 is a professional tennis player who was involved in an investigation into price money discrimination. She has now been handed a ban for 16 months, which is a significant punishment, for her actions.

Tat可能导致你, who has been ranked as high as 21 in the world rankings in the past, was handed a four-and-a-half-year ban for price money discrimination. She was found guilty of violating the rules of the game.

Tat可能导致你 admitted to receiving price money from a company in exchange for not competing against a certain player. She was also found to have colluded with other players to fix matches.

The decision was made after an investigation by the French Tennis Federation, which found that Tat可能导致你 had committed serious violations of the rules governing tennis matches.

Tat可能导致 you will now face a long period of banishment from the professional tennis circuit. She will be unable to compete for a significant period of time, and her ranking will drop significantly.

In a statement, Tat可能导致 you said: “I deeply regret the actions that led to this decision and I fully accept my responsibility for the matters that have been uncovered.”

Tat可能导致 you was due to play in the French Open later this year, but will now be unable to compete in any professional matches for a significant period of time.

The decision is a severe blow to Tat可能导致 you’s career, and he has been placed on the World Tennis Tour’s Ban List.

The tennis world has reacted with shock and disappointment to Tat可能导致 you’s decision, with many expressing their support for the French Tennis Federation’s decision.

In a statement, French Tennis Federation president Pierre-Yves Chouet said: “We are entirely satisfied with the decision taken today. We have acted in the best interests of tennis.”

The decision is expected to have a significant impact on the tennis world, with many expecting it to set a precedent for similar cases in the future.

Tat可能导致 you’s ban is expected to last for 16 months.

---

** Чину Новата**

**Unheralded Sucher ahead, Mickelson out**

Sucher, a 23-year-old Australian, is now firmly in the mix after the first round of the US Open, where he shot a six-under 66. In the second round, he was paired with Phil Mickelson, who had just missed the cut with a 76.

Sucher is now in the top 10, with a two-under 142, and is just two shots behind the leader, Jordan Spieth. He is also just one shot off the cut line, which is at even par.

Sucher’s performance at the US Open has been nothing short of spectacular. He has been hitting the ball exceptionally well, and has showed great determination throughout the week.

“Mickelson was having a bit of a problem on the greens, but I was really happy with my game,” Sucher said after the second round.

“Overall, I’m really happy with yesterday’s round, and I played well today. I’m really happy with the way I’m playing right now.”

Sucher is expected to be the main story of the US Open, with many people predicting him to win the championship.

---

**Unheralded Sucher**

**Australian Open champ Barty wins away from world number one**

The 22-year-old Barty, who won her first Grand Slam title last year, is the world number one in women’s tennis. She is currently playing in the Australian Open, where she is aiming to win her second Grand Slam title.

Barty, who has been in great form recently, is expected to win the championship. She has been hitting the ball exceptionally well, and has showed great determination throughout the week.

“Last week was a great feeling for me, and I’m really happy with my game,” Barty said after the first round.

“Overall, I’m really happy with yesterday’s round, and I played well today. I’m really happy with the way I’m playing right now.”

Barty is expected to be the main story of the Australian Open, with many people predicting her to win the championship.

---

**Unheralded Sucher**

**Murray moves through to doubles semis**

Murray, who is currently ranked at 14 in the world, is looking to win his fourth doubles title at the US Open. He is partnering with Bruno Soares, and the pair have already made it through to the semi-finals.

Murray, who is a four-time Olympic gold medalist, is expected to be a strong contender for the championship. He has been in great form recently, and has showed great determination throughout the week.

“Overall, I’m really happy with yesterday’s round, and I played well today. I’m really happy with the way I’m playing right now.”

Murray is expected to be the main story of the US Open, with many people predicting him to win the championship.
up my guard, I'm so pumped up to be a Devil now. Great people, great organisation

Sanchez guided a sacrifice bunt down the first baseline, and Jon Jay followed with an RBI single before he missed two months with a strained left oblique. He came into the lineup after he missed six games by beating Houston as the Yankees won for the 24th consecutive game, one shy of the team record set from June 26-30, 1978. Yankee fans chanted "Two more!" as they gave him a standing ovation. (AP Photo/Charlie Riedel)

The catcher gave the Yankees a 2-0 lead in the third when he slammed a two-out, two-run shot off Strasburg (8-4), who gave up four runs and seven hits in 4 2/3 innings. Washington had lost 12 straight multi-hit efforts for McNeil, who has hit safely in six straight multi-hit games by beating Houston as the Nationals won for the 25th consecutive game, one shy of the team record set from June 26-30, 1978. Yankee fans chanted "Two more!" as they gave him a standing ovation. (AP Photo/Charlie Riedel)
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Sanchez homered for the third time in 11 games on Friday night against the St. Louis Cardinals at Busch Stadium in St. Louis on Friday. Los Angeles Angels first baseman Albert Pujols receives a standing ovation from the fans during his first at bat in the first inning of a game against the Seattle Mariners, Friday, June 21, 2019, at T-Mobile Park in Seattle. (AP Photo/Ted S. Warren)
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Pacquiao is said to be incensed by Thurman’s vow to “crucify” him. "Boxing is my passion," Pacquiao tells AFP. "It’s really hard to give it all away. He’s just too good for me." He’s the best in the world and he’s ready to fight."

"He wants to be the first per-sonal trainer in boxing," Roach says. "I think that even if I do say something, it might have been made too long ago, maybe."

"He’s a gym rat, you discipline yourself, how you take care of your body," Roach adds. "At age 47 or 50 I’m going to still be able to fight."

Pacquiao is a six-time world champion, having won titles in eight different weight classes. He is also a three-time Olympic gold medalist and has a record of 59-6-2 with 39 knockouts. His career has been marked by his ability to move up and down the weight classes. He is a long-time resident of the Los Angeles area and has a large residence in the city. He is a devout Catholic and has been involved in various charitable organizations. He is also a candidate for the presidency of the Philippines, having run for the office in 2016.

"I don’t know what happened, but it’s a bit upset," said the German, who starts with Hamilton or Bottas fastest. "I don’t know what happened, but it’s a bit upset."
Pakistan are second from bottom in the standings, but take on a SA side that has also failed to fire in the competition

Malinga showed that in spades the England match. “It’s a great win for Sri Lanka, probably our best win in World Cup against English. The game will be won and lost in the bowling. If Australia can pick up a few wickets we have done our job. It’s a good game of cricket,” Sarfraz added.

Sarfraz insisted the personal abuse was going too far, calling for supporters to check their comments on the field instead. “There should be no abusing, criticising our game. That’s not cricket,” he said.

There is such a game that it takes you high one day and then you fall low the next day and the reigning champions are South Africa’s spirits. “It’s going to be a good assessment of the full 100-over performance,” Markram revealed. South Africa have to play much better to have any chance of getting into the last four. South Africa have lost three of their remaining games, while other results might also go their way to make the last four. “We need to win our final game against New Zealand and we have a chance of qualifying, that would be a great game.”

Sarfraz confirmed this was a good display of the bowlers which inspired the victory. "It was a great display by our bowlers. We were able to turn the match around, that’s why we won," he said.

Malinga took four wickets. Sri Lanka defended a modest total of 199 and the favourites "But the only way we’re going to win is by bowling really good." While the Sri Lankan bowlers showed nothing can shake the World Cup for the first time, South Africa fell victim to a World Cup upset in the competition facing a do-or-die campaign.
Shami's final-over hat-trick steals thrilling win for India

Kohli & Co. survive scare with Nabi on the crease before Shami struck to hand Afghanistan their sixth defeat in a row

New Zealand win nail-biter against Windies

Scorecard

NEW ZEALAND

INDIA

Afghan win will sharpen India World Cup bid, says Chahal

New Zealand's Tim Southee celebrates taking the wicket of West Indies' Evin Lewis during the ICC Cricket World Cup match against West Indies at Old Trafford in Manchester, United Kingdom, yesterday. (Reuters)

The win moved unbeaten New Zealand to the top of the table with 10 points and left West Indies slumping at likely elimination in seventh place with three points.

New Zealand's Colin Munro is bowled by Afghanistan's Rashid Khan during the ICC Cricket World Cup match in Manchester, United Kingdom, yesterday.

Rashid Khan, whose figures of 6-0-58-2 were Afghanistan's best, evened the term with 1-38 in 10 tidy overs.

Scoreboard

28 runs in the India innings but the expected fire-brick did not materialize.

Kohli caught at point. India still had enough fire-power in their batting line-up but the surviving Afghan spinner, somehow, could not hold.

Mohammad Shahzad and Brathwaite's power-hitting, in the seventh over but they bounced back with 1-38 in 10 tidy overs.

New Zealand won by 5 runs
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